
Beautiful, easy-fit,  

TM

reco

maintenance-free wall panels 



About us

“We are proud to have Reco 
on our passport to export 
program. Their cutting edge 
products are revolutionising the 
way the construction industry 
looks at wall coverings. Helping 
British export stay great.”

Steve Rapley UK Department of Trade and Industry

Reco Surfaces Ltd. was established 20 years ago 
as a plastics and recycling company. From that 
environmental background we have grown to 
be one of the most innovative wall panelling 
companies in the U.K. with a factory and offices 
in Lincolnshire and a Design studio in London. 
We sell direct through our website and work 
closely with architects, designers, builders and 
specifiers to deliver the perfect finish. Our unique 
patented products and installation system solve 
the common issues associated with tiles and 
other wall cladding.  
 

   Surface Solutions

– 4 Different panel types 

– Bespoke colour matching

– 200+ designs offered

– Reco Guard ™ scratch proofing

– Bespoke design Service

– Bespoke 3D texture moulding 

– Made to measure panels

– Installer on-site training 

– Nationwide fitting teams

  

Reco Tile ‘Union Jack Design’ 

   Environment

– Eco design and materials

– Low carbon footprint in sourcing, 
manufacturing and delivery  

– 20%+ Improved insulation

– Easy clean, no harsh chemicals

– Reduced humidity helps hygiene  

– 100% Recyclable = Zero landfill

   Service

We pride ourselves on our customer service 
and will do whatever it takes to help you 
deliver your project on time and on budget. 

– Dedicated sales person

– Free bespoke design service

– Specification support  

– Technical help line 

– 24-48h Sample delivery 

– 48h delivery of stock items

High quality, practical, eco-friendly 
products that don’t compromise design 
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“We placed our order the 
panels were dispatched 
for next day delivery. 
The whole bathroom was 
finished in an afternoon.”

 O knowles, Builder

P06 - 11

P12 - 17

P18 - 23

P24 - 29
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Surfaces RECO can be applied over:

tile

TM

reco
Moulded
tile panel
Size: 2495 x 905 x 3mm
Design: Plain colours
& Designs

Printed 
wall panel
Size: 2440 x 1220 x 2mm
Design: Designer Range
& Bespoke optionsspace

TM

reco

Plain colour 
wall panel
Size: 2500 x 1050 x 2mm
Design: Plain colours onlyclad

TM

reco

High wear
wall covering
Size: 2440 x 1220 x1mm
Design: Designer Range 
& Bespoke options

TM

reco
pro  + +ec

Reco Tile White mosaic, 
Below - Reco Tile 
‘Victorian Standard, 
blue Design’.

Panel types 
and uses

Welcome to the future of waterproof walls..
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  Reco vs Tiles

We all know the problems with tiles: 

– They are difficult to fit
– They crack - go mouldy 
– They are not eco-friendly
– They can be expensive 

Our panels are:
– Easy to install (no wet trades needed)
– No cracking (move with the building)
– No grout = No mould or trapped dirt
– Designed for a lifetime of recycling
– 40%+ More cost effective than tiles

  Why are we the solution

Our panels have been developed to deliver:

– Minimal wall preparation (no strip out)
– Minimal sundries (just 3 products)
– No specialist fitting equipment or tools
– Easy installation even in tight spaces
– Seamless joins – no T&G or profiles
– Less waste – cut and join like a jigsaw  
– Tough, hygienic, easy clean finish 
– No grout – No maintenance

The panels deliver the perfect finish and quality 
for all sectors of the market. 

  A lifetime of savings 

Whatever the size of your project or budget, 
Reco has a panel to suit you.

– Reduced material costs 
– Fast fit - 1/3 of the labour cost 
– Reduced property downtime 
– Fast clean – long life solution
– 10 year Manufacturers Guarantee
– If necessary simple and fast replacement 

  Other benefits

The panels also solve a number of other issues

– Easy to fit DOC M packs etc.
– Simple access panel solutions
– Heat moulding for hygienic corners
– No need for templating splash-backs
– Easy to drill holes for pipework or sockets
– Perfect for bath panels / sink splash-backs 
– If necessary simple and fast replacement 

Recommended installation products

Reco Tile (shown), Reco Space, Reco Clad and 
Reco Protect can all be fitted to any reasonably 
level surface using the below method. You 
can even fit them over your existing tiles. You 
only need three products to fit the panels. A 
combination of the recommended adhesive and 
sealant plus our patented Reco-Seal Tape which 
acts as a backing seal to the joints between 
panels and holds them in place while the 
adhesive cures.

Reco Panel and Reco Tile have specially 
designed edges that remove the need for 

capping profiles or tile trims. Plus the rounded 
edge of each tile conceals the joins as grout lines.

Reco Space, Reco Clad & Reco Protect can be 
butted up for a join that looks almost seamless. 
Reco Tile and Reco Protect can be cut using a 
sharp Stanley type knife and the other panels with 
a fine toothed handsaw, track saw or Jigsaw. 

Full instructions for all our panels can be 
downloaded from the website.

www.recosurfaces.com/tile-panel-installation/

Simple, waterproof fitting systemWhy choose Reco?

1    Check floor and walls are level 2    Prepare wall surface and set out

5    Apply adhesive to panel3    Apply Reco-Tape to joint area 4    Trim panel using a knife or saw (PVC)

6    Position panel 7    Apply sealant to panel edge 8    Slide second panel up to first

11    Admire handy-work9    Seal top and bottom joints  10    Wipe off excess sealant
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Reco Tile Panels

“The level of detail and service 
was outstanding. Great products, 
great firm. I wouldn’t hesitate to 
recommend them”

Scott Parker  
Project Manager
Newman Gauge 

tile
TM

reco

Reco Tile ‘Victorian Standard, grey Design’ .

Reco Tile ‘Standard Tile, Casablanca Design’. 

People have been fitting tiles since the 
days of Babylon but they can leak, 
crack and the grout go mouldy. Isn’t it 
time we found something more reliable? 
Our easy clean panels are resistant 
to mould, chemicals, hard-water and 
staining; leaving you with the perfect 
stress-free finish. 

Made from Acrylic capped ABS or 100% 
PVC, the panels can be fitted over any 
reasonably level surface without the 
need for specialist tools or trades. There 
is no need for expensive waterproof 
backing or wall preparation just fit 
them over existing tiles, straight onto 

plasterboard or even breeze-block. As 
most rooms can be finished in 1 day you 
will save up to 2/3rds of your labour and 
about 50% of your sundries cost. Plus 
no grout means no maintenance after 
installation.

Choose from a huge range of colours, 
designs and tile sizes. Plus our bespoke 
design service can tailor panels to your 
design theme, image or branding needs. 

Domestic or commercial we have the  
perfect solution. 
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Mini Mosaic10x10mm

Mosaic Plain Colours

Mosaic 25x25mm

Mosaics

Small 100x100mm 

Tile Collection

Large Tile 226x310mm Standard 150x155mm

Kids Collection

Metro 75x150mm

Bespoke 

Performance Panel sizes

WEIGHT
4.46kg
(1.97kg 
per m²)

FINISH HIGH 
GLOSS
Designs 

Satin Finish

SCRATCH 
RESISTANCE
Hard Coat

CHEMICAL 
RESISTANCE

Excellent

CLEANING
Mould 

Resistant 
Easy clean

UV 
RESISTANCE

Anti UV 
Additive

FLAME 
RESISTANCE

Acrylic Class 3
PVC Class 1

CUTTING

Stanley Knife 
or Jigsaw

WATER
RESISTANCE

100% 
Waterproof

100% 
RECYCLABLE

EPDF2

  Features and benefits

– The world’s first and only moulded Acrylic 
or PVC tile panels

– Install over existing tiles or any level surface

– Fit in 1/3 of the days’ it would take to 
install tiles

– Seamless joints with no profiles or joining 
strips -100% waterproof

– No grout means they are easy to clean 

– Virtually maintenance-free!

– 20% more thermally efficient than tiling

– 100% recyclable (reducing landfill)

– 10 year manufacturers guarantee

  Tile sizes

  Design collections

  Applications

BATHROOMS

MEDICAL

KITCHENS

PROTECTION

WASHROOMS

WET ROOM

HYGIENE 

BESPOKE

Metro
2450(w) 
x 780(h)
x 3mm(d)

Standard
Mosaic
Large tile
2495(h)
x 905(w)
x 3mm(d)

Mini mosaic
2490(h) 
x 826(w)
x 3mm(d)

100 tile
2490(h) 
x 826(w)
x 3mm(d)

Reco Range

Reco Tile ‘Metro Tile, white Design’.

Half panel in:
Standard
Mosaic
Large tile
2495(h)
x 450(w)
x 3mm(d)

 (see website or catalog for full range of designs)

Reco Tile ‘Standard Tile, Victoriana Design’.
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“I have to say that I was 
mightily impressed with 
the way the Reco Tile both 
fitted and how it looks on 
completion. I found it so 
much easier than ripping 
ceramic tiles off OR tiling 
over tiles!”

M. Singleton
Macclesfield

“On time, on budget and 
superb quality. I highly 
recommend them.”

Colin Cotton, 
The Scout Association 

Building Surveyor

Reco Tile ‘100 Tile Sand Design’. ‘Mixed mosaics, Azure Design’.

Reco Tile ‘Mosaic, white’. Opposite Mosiac White & Grey 1312



Reco Space Panels

“I can’t thank you enough for 
your work on the wall panels. 
They are so fantastic that we 
just sit and look at them. They 
have been much admired and 
a friend will be ordering for his 
bathroom soon.”

E. Forbes
Horsham, West Sussex

space
TM

reco

Above - Reco Space ’Pop Art 
Blonde design’. Opposite - 
‘Copper trees design’. 

Why not try something new in your 
bathroom or kitchen? Our Reco Space 
panels enable you to turn drab walls into 
something exceptional. 

Got a design theme you want to continue in 
waterproof or high wear areas? Want large 
format feature walls? Want your favourite 
picture or painting in your bathroom or 
kitchen?  Then Reco Space is the perfect 
solution. Covert your space with a practical 
non-scratch, easy clean waterproof solution. 

The panels can be fitted over any reasonably 
level surface. The joins between the panels 
use our special waterproof system that 
means there are no profiles or joining strips 
just uninterrupted design. 

The easy clean non-scratch Reco Guard ™ 
finish means there will be no more surface 
marks. Our recommended clear  silicone 
also offers a lifetime mould-free guarantee.  

Enhance your space with Reco Space.
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FLORA COLLECTION

WALL ART COLLECTION

KIDS COLLECTION

WOOD COLLECTION

KITCHEN COLLECTION

UPLOAD YOUR OWN

PATTERN COLLECTION PHOTO COLLECTION

PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY

STONE COLLECTION

BESPOKE COMMISSION

Performance Panel sizes

WEIGHT
9kg
(3kg 

per m²)

FINISH 

Designs 
Satin Finish

SCRATCH 
RESISTANCE

Non 
Scratch

CHEMICAL 
RESISTANCE

Excellent

CLEANING
Mould 

Resistant 
Easy clean

UV 
RESISTANCE

Anti UV 
Coating

FLAME 
RESISTANCE
BS476 Part 7

Class 1

CUTTING

Saw
or Jigsaw

WATER
RESISTANCE

100% 
Waterproof

100% 
RECYCLABLE

By Reco
Factory

  Features and benefits

– Non scratch PVC wall panels

– Impact, scuff & graffiti proof

– Install over existing tiles or any level surface

– Fit in 1/3 of the days’ it would take to 
install tiles

– Sealed joints with no profiles or joining 
strips -100% waterproof

– No grout means they are easy to clean 

– Virtually maintenance-free!

– 20% more thermally efficient than tiling

– 100% recyclable (reducing landfill)

– 10 year manufacturers guarantee

  Applications

BATHROOMS

MEDICAL

KITCHENS

PROTECTION

WASHROOMS

WETROOMS

HYGIENE 

BESPOKE

Standard
Panel
2440(h)
x 1220(w)
x 2mm(d)

Half panel 

2440(h)
x 610(w)
x 2mm(d)

TEXTURE COLLECTION

  Design collections

Reco Space ’Jungle design’. ‘Coast wood design’.

 (see website or catalog for full range of designs)
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The ordering & delivery 
process was efficient and 
professional, even though we 
were overseas. After 3 years of 
installation there is no damage 
or faults I would not hesitate 
to recommend the Reco 
panels and we get fantastic 
feedback from our skiing 
clients who visit the chalet.

Richard Lambert 
Gourmet Ski

“I needed something hard-
wearing and easy to maintain 
for the bathrooms in our B & B. 
The Reco Space panels were 
an obvious choice...the colours 
are fresh and modern, the 
panels are excellent quality.”

Rachel
B & B Owner 

Reco Space ‘Grand canal design’. 
Below - Reco Space ‘White wash wood.

Reco Space ’Carrara Marble design’. 
Below - opposite Reco Space ‘Flamingos design’.
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Reco Clad Panels

“We were looking for an 
alternative to tiles and grouting 
as grout discolours and 
water can get behind if not 
maintained. We were very 
happy when we discovered 
Reco. Very happy with the 
finished waterproof walls in the 
showers. They look fab!”

Anmor Hotel , Bude

clad
TM

reco

The future of waterproof walls has arrived. 
Say goodbye to failing and mouldy grout 
and replace it with a 21st century solution; 
designed for life.

These high gloss Acrylic or PVC panels 
look just like coloured glass but without the 
cost. They can be fitted using the standard 
profile-free Reco system which gives you 
the perfect uninterrupted finish.  

The gloss capping protects the panels from 
scratching / wear & tear. Plus the gloss 
finish is resistant to hard water meaning 
your panels will keep their perfect just-fitted 
finish for years.

Just rinse them down after you leave the 
shower and clean occasionally with a 
mild detergent. In the kitchen there is no 
need for scrubbing oil out of your grout, 
just wipe clean from time to time with an 
eco-friendly degreaser.

Plus, our bespoke cutting service can 
tailor make the panels to fit your kitchen 
or bathroom. 

No more templating (like glass) or risk of 
breakage just beautiful panels delivered 
direct in days not weeks. 

This page Reco Clad ‘Turquoise’.Reco Clad ‘White, satin finish’ 2120



LIGHT GREY GLOSS GLOSS TURQUOISEGLOSS WHITE LIGHT SAND GLOSS

GLASS EFFECT PANELS

Performance Panel sizes

WEIGHT
4.46kg
(1.97kg 
per m²)

FINISH 

High Gloss

SCRATCH 
RESISTANCE
Hard Coat

CHEMICAL 
RESISTANCE

Excellent

CLEANING
Mould 

Resistant 
Easy clean

UV 
RESISTANCE

Anti UV 
Additive

FLAME 
RESISTANCE
BS476 Part 7
Class 3 & 1

CUTTING

Stanley Knife 
or Jigsaw

WATER
RESISTANCE

100% 
Waterproof

100% 
RECYCLABLE

EPDF2

  Features and benefits

– Acrylic capped ABS or PVC wall panels 

– Install over existing tiles or any level surface

– Fit in 1/3 of the days it would take to install 
tiles

– Sealed joints with no profiles or joining 
strips -100% waterproof

– No grout means they are easy to clean 

– Virtually maintenance-free!

– 20% more thermally efficient than tiling

– 100% recyclable (reducing landfill)

– 10 year manufacturers guarantee

  Applications

BATHROOMS

MEDICAL

KITCHENS

PROTECTION

WASHROOMS

WETROOMS

HYGIENE 

Gloss Finish
Panel size
2500(h)
x 1000(w)
x 2mm(d)

Half panel 

2500(h)
x 500(w)
x 2mm(d)

  Design collections

OTHER GLOSS 
COLOUR STOCK 

AVAILABLE 
ON SPECIFICATION 

  Other Options

SATIN FINISH

Both pages - Reco Clad 
‘Light grey, gloss finish.
(Glass only needed for gas hobs)

 (see website or catalog for full range of colours)

ANY RAL COLOUR

Satin Finish
Panel size
2440(h)
x 1220(w)
x 2mm(d)

Half panel 

2440(h)
x 610(w)
x 2mm(d)

BESPOKE CUTTING

2322



“Amazingly easy product 
to work with and use - very 
quick to install, easy to 
clean. Would definitely 
recommend. Instructions are 
clear and easy to follow.”

G Smith

“We will be using them again 
in future rental properties when 
we refurbish them.”

F Long ,  Landlord

Reco Clad white satin. Opposite page Top - Reco 
Clad ‘Turquoise’. This page (bottom) - Reco Clad 

bespoke colours. Opposite page bottom - 
Reco Clad satin finish RAL colours.

Reco Clad ‘Turquoise, gloss finish.
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Reco Protect Panels

Helpful 5/5
Queries 5/5
Speed 5/5
Reliability 5/5
Packaging 5/5
Fitting 5/5
Quality 5/5
Satisfaction 5/5
Value 5/5
Recommend 5/5
Service 5/5

Heartland Hotel

pro  ec
TM

reco + +
Reco Protect ‘Petals I & II Design’. 

Opposite page - Reco Protect 
‘Enchanted Forest’.

Wallpaper has been part of British culture for 
centuries but it is not without its problems. The 
delicate paper is easily damaged by sharp 
objects or water. Also, once marked the 
paper can’t be cleaned or easily repaired. 

Reco has found the solution. Our Reco 
Protect sheets are only 1mm thick which 
means they are very flexible and can be 
fitted onto any reasonably level sub-surface. 

As the panels are thin they can be cold 
formed (bent) around internal or external 
corners by folding sharply around a metal 
edge. This means even small delicate areas 
like sockets and windows can be easily 

fitted around without the need for specialist 
equipment. You can also cut them with a 
sharp knife or fine tooth saw without the risk 
of tearing. 

The lightweight rollable panels also have our 
patented Reco Guard ™  non-scratch  / 
anti-graffiti finish which will protect them from 
daily wear. 

It is also waterproof making it perfect for 
fitting in areas where you want your walls 
PROTECT’ed.
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FLORA COLLECTION

WALL ART COLLECTION

KIDS COLLECTION

WOOD COLLECTION

KITCHEN COLLECTION

UPLOAD YOUR OWN

PATTERN COLLECTION PHOTO COLLECTION

PROFESSIONAL LIBRARY

STONE COLLECTION

BESPOKE COMMISSION

Performance Panel sizes

WEIGHT
4.5kg
(1.5kg 

per m²)

FINISH 

Satin Finish

SCRATCH 
RESISTANCE

Non 
Scratch

CHEMICAL 
RESISTANCE

Excellent

CLEANING
Mould 

Resistant 
Easy clean

UV 
RESISTANCE

Anti UV 
Coating

FLAME 
RESISTANCE
BS476 Part 7

Class 1

CUTTING

Stanley Knife 
or Jigsaw

WATER
RESISTANCE

100% 
Waterproof

100% 
RECYCLABLE

By Reco
factory

  Features and benefits

– Non-Scratch PVC wall panels

– Impact and graffiti resistant

– Install over existing tiles or any level surface

– Fit in 1/3 of the days it would take to 
install tiles

– Sealed joints with no profiles or joining 
strips -100% waterproof

– No grout means they are easy to clean 

– Virtually maintenance-free!

– 20% more thermally efficient than tiling

– 100% recyclable (reducing landfill)

– 10 year manufacturers guarantee

  Applications

BATHROOMS

MEDICAL

KITCHENS

PROTECTION

WASHROOMS

BESPOKE

Standard
Panel
2440(h)
x 1220(w)
x 1mm(d)

Half panel 

2440(h)
x 610(w)
x 1mm(d)

TEXTURE COLLECTION

  Design collections

Above and Right page - 
Reco Protect bespoke designs.

Both wallpaper and wood 
panel effect are Reco Protect.

 (See website or catalog for full range of designs)
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“Very courteous and good 
to work with, excellent level 
of service and would highly 
recommend them to friends 
and  colleagues”

C Burman
Production Designer

“Personable, reliable 
and excellent finished 
product now in place”

S Das 
Hampstead

Reco Protect ‘Victorian Keys’ design.
Below - Reco Protect ‘Whitewashed wood’ design.

‘Striped Marble’ design.
Below - Reco Protect bespoke design.
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“I’m very happy with my Reco 
panels which I think look great 
in my kitchen and made 
replacing painted tiles a lot 
easier. I also intend to use them 
in my bathroom.”

B . Rosendale

“Looks great; would definitely 
use it again - in fact I’m gutted I 
didn’t do the whole bathroom.”

C. Read
Clapham

“We fitted them on a uneven 
walled old farmhouse which 
should have been challenging 
but Reco was loads faster 
than tiling and they look great. 
Thank you.”

Rachel 
Sutton on Sea

“We’ve been really impressed 
with Reco Panels, from the 
eco-concept to the personal 
customer service. The panels 
were also very cost effective 
compared with ceramic tiles.”

Gabriel & Shabnam
London

Colorado Split stone design.

Gold Leaf design.

The memory of design.  

White sands design

Kaleidoscope design. 

Bespoke design.
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How we can help

Wonderful 
waterproof walls

Porpora Snake Skin design. 

How to order
Phone: +44 (0) 330 058 0198
Email: sales@recosurfaces.com
Help:  info@recosurfaces.com
Ask for your nearest showroom or request a sample

  Website     Instructions     Bespoke     export@recosurfaces.com 

Web: www.recosurfaces.com
       CPD Presentations & meetings available

You send us your plans or brief

We deliver you your design & estimate

Or we connect you with installers 

Our tech team prepare an estimate

We send our trainer to your site

We see you through to completion 

  Adhesive, Silicone & Reco Seal Tape Backing Strips Edging Strips

Our designers prepare a design plan

We put the panels into production 

Who can even thermo-form corners

Accessories

Our adhesive is high grab and our 
silicone comes with a lifetime guarantee. 
Combine them with our Reco Seal tape 
and you  have a reliable waterproof 
joint that is  guaranteed for 10 Years

Our tile panels have a rounded edge 
so most of the time there is no need for 
edging trims. For the other panels if you 
have a window reveal or boxing in to 
cover then you can use our edge strip.

Backing strips can be fitted to internal 
and external corners behind the panels 
to create a right angle, give extra 
waterproofing and avoid scribing. Plus 
they ensure external edges meet neatly.

Wonderful 
waterproof walls
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Guarantees
Reco Products are 
guaranteed for 10 years 
When installed and maintained in 

accordance with manufacturers 

instructions.        

Patents awarded and pending.

Tel: +44 (0) 330 058 0198

info@recosurfaces.com

www.recosurfaces.com

DESIGN: Reco Clad - Turquoise & Reco Tile - Standard Tile 

Reco Surfaces Ltd
Head Office
Enterprise House
Priory Road
Freiston
Boston
Lincolnshire
PE22 0JZ


